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Ocean heat and carbon uptake

(IPCC/AR5, 2013)

The Southern Ocean is 
disproportionately important, 
accounting for ~40% of oceanic 
uptake of anthropogenic carbon, 
and >75% of the heat
uptake.

(image Tara Thean)

This is because of its unique 
pattern of ocean circulation.

But what are the size, variability 
and controls of uptake? How will 
these change in the future? What 
are the consequences of these 
changes?



Sea surface temperature 
errors in N216-ORCA025

Argo float coverage, % of target

And it is notoriously hard to get 
right in models.

The Southern Ocean is the 
world’s biggest data desert, 
especially in winter.

This is a very significant challenge

But the rewards are great, and the UK is 
exceptionally well-placed to address 
this challenge.



Determine quantitatively the strength, variability 
and controls of the Southern Ocean uptake, storage 
and export of heat and carbon, and advance our 
capability to predict its climatic effects.

WP3 Basin-scale transports: What are 
the size, variability & controls on basin-
scale heat & carbon transports 
throughout Atlantic sector of Southern 
Ocean & outwards to global ocean, & 
how will these change in the future?

WP2 Surface layer to ocean interior: 
What are the leading-order processes 
that control the rate at which heat & 
carbon enter Southern Ocean interior in 
its different layers, & how will these rates 
change in future?

WP1 Air-Sea Fluxes: What controls the 
exchange of heat & carbon across the air-
sea-ice interface, & how well are these 
exchanges constrained by observations & 
reproduced by models?

ORCHESTRA Objective:



What controls the exchange of heat & carbon across the air-sea-ice interface, & how well are 
these exchanges constrained by observations & reproduced by models? 

WP1 Air-Sea Fluxes (Liz Kent):

The first ORCHESTRA field (16/17) saw the measurement of mean 
ocean pCO2 from the JCR.  

In the second field season (17/18) a direct flux measurement system 
has been installed on the JCR, aircraft measurements of flux related 
parameters made, and some limited measurements from an 
autonomous surface vehicle obtained.

Assessment of the uncertainty in existing Southern Ocean 
observations of fluxes and flux-related parameters, including an 
assessment of satellite fields of SST and surface winds, is in progress.

Adjoint model of the ECCOv4 setup of MITgcm is being used to look at:
- The sensitivity of mixed layer mode water pools to surface forcings
such as wind stress and heat fluxes.
- The sensitivity of subducted mode water to the same surface 
forcings.



What are the leading-order processes that control the rate at which heat & carbon enter 
Southern Ocean interior in its different layers, & how will these rates change in future?

WP2 Surface layer to ocean interior (Andrew Meijers):

1/12˚ z-level NEMO model for Southern Ocean developed + new hybrid 
co-ordinate system for improved cascading & water mass formation.

Analysis of combined circumpolar Argo and Ship hydrography in a novel 
coordinate system that removes the influence of water mass 
movements has revealed the ‘fingerprint’ of Southern Ocean warming. 
Ongoing: Circumpolar warming of Upper Circumpolar Deep Water is 
driven by eddies mixing heat along isopycnals from the surface, rather 
than by a change in the overturning (Meijers et al., in prep.)

CMIP5/AMIP comparison has identified key source of warm 
temperature bias: too great short wave radiation making it to the sea 
surface, rather than being reflected by clouds which are not prevalent 
enough in the Southern Ocean of these models. Due to ocean-
atmosphere feedbacks these flux biases are not apparent in the net-air 
sea flux metrics typically used to compare models, and models that 
have the ‘best’ air-sea fluxes often do so for the wrong reasons with 
large errors in components.  This work paves the way for improvements 
to coupled climate model improvements in the future (Hyder et al., 
submitted).
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What are the size, variability & controls on basin-scale heat & carbon transports throughout 
Atlantic sector of Southern Ocean & outwards to global ocean, & how will these change in 
the future?

WP3 Basin-scale transports (Yvonne Firing):

Six ORCHESTRA cruises over 3 seasons have delivered hydrographic data 
from Drake Passage, the northern Weddell Sea & the subtropical boundary 
of the South Atlantic, recovered two years of moored data (& redeployed) 
tracking dense water outflows from the Weddell, facilitated two multi-
month, multi-glider missions, & deployed ~10 autonomous profiling floats to 
add to the global Argo array. 

Deep waters in Drake Passage are cooling & freshening (Firing et al., 2017, 
JGR) + Polar Front is shifting northward & warming (Dragomir et al., in 
prep.). Studies suggest a change over time in the relationship between 
interior ocean temperature and common proxies for the position of the ACC 
fronts, indicating some caution in inferring trends in deep heat storage from 
studies relying on satellite or Argo data.

The volume of AABW in the Scotia Sea, which had been decreasing since the 
1990s in concert with circumpolar warming & shrinking of this water mass, 
has partially recovered since 2014 (Abrahamsen et al., in prep.). This 
interannual-decadal variability is due principally to upstream forcing in the 
Weddell Sea changing the volume of BW present there. The Scotia Sea time 
series implies a similar recovery of the supply of AABW to the global MOC. 



• ANDREX 2 and fully GO-Ship SR1b to happen next season: GO-Ship quality hydro section, enclose 
Weddell Sea & allow large-scale inversion of Weddell gyre & South Atlantic physics + other 
tracers [Andrew Meijers]

• A23 repeat , Orkney passage turn around, and process study using gliders and EM-APEX float 
deployment to look at suspected Taylor columns over South Scotia Ridge.  [Alex Brearley]

• MASIN and PML air-sea flux mast co-located overflights on above cruises to look at turbulent air-
sea fluxes (including pCO2).  [Tom Lachlan-Cope, Alex Weiss]

• Flux uncertainty in both parameterisations and forcing fields – work ongoing [Liz Kent]

• Mapped Argo & hydrography monthly gridded analysis first iteration available (gridded examples 
of what the ocean looks like) [Brian King, Yvonne Firing]

• ORCHESTRA high-resolution Southern Ocean (z-level) model will start producing science-quality 
results (incl interannually varying run). Hybrid model is developing (ETA early 2019)  [George 
Nurser/Dave Munday]. Also Adjoint [Dan Jones, Emma Boland]

• CMIP5 analysis maturing, including subduction, ship section inversions, water mass trends etc. 
[Andrew Meijers, Emily Shuckburgh]. CMIP6 – first runs available late autumn [Pat Hyder, Helene 
Hewitt, Andrew Meijers]. 

Upcoming plans
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2016/17 ASM

ASM A23

ASM JC159 A23 ANDREX II
ASM PS117 - Argofloats Main cruise 9TBC)
ASM
ASM DY096 mooring deployment

ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM

2021/22

2018/19

2017/18

2019/20

2020/21

Grand Unified Gantt
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